AT THE SEMINAR WE WISH TO DISCUSS SONIC CITIZENSHIP AS A CONCEPT FOR THE MULTITUDE OF WAYS IN WHICH WE IN THE RHYTHMS OF OUR DAILY LIVES FORM THE AURAL BACKGROUND OF EACH OTHER, AND HOW THROUGH SONIC ACTIVITIES CITIZENSHIP ARE PRACTICED AND MAINTAINED. DUE TO THE TRANS-LIMINAL NATURE OF SOUND THE AURAL BOUNDARIES BETWEEN THE PRIVATE AND THE PUBLIC, THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE COMMUNITY IS CONSTANTLY TRANSCENDED. ON ONE SIDE THIS ALLOWS US THROUGH OVERHEARING AND ATTENTIVE LISTENING TO UNDERSTAND THE SOCIAL FORMATION OF WHICH WE TAKE PART, AND ON THE OTHER POTENTIALLY CAUSES CONFLICT THROUGH EAVESDROPPING, NOISY BEHAVIOUR AND/OR AURAL OPPRESSION. IN EITHER WAY SONIC CITIZENSHIP OPENS FOR A DISCUSSION OF HOW WE AURALY TAKE PART IN AND ATTUNE TO OUR COMMUNITY, AND WHO IN THE COMMUNITY HAS THE PRIVILEGE TO RAISE THEIR VOICE (TO TALK), A RIGHT TO BE HEARD (LISTENED TO), AND HOW WE THROUGH NEGOTIATION AND REGULATION CONFORM TO EACH OTHER. ALSO, WE WISH TO DISCUSS THE MULTITUDE OF VOICES THAT BECOME "THE OTHER" AND WHO, WHETHER OF HUMAN OR POST HUMAN ORIGIN, TAKE ON THE ROLE AS SONIC CITIZENS.

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME

1ST PART: WELCOME & KEYNOTES
11:00 Opening speech by Anette Vandsøe, Marie Højlund & Morten Breinbjerg - Sonic citizenship: a framework for design and research
11:30 Keynote 1 by Klissala Harrison, Aarhus University
12:00 Keynote 2 by Sandra Lori Petersen, University of Copenhagen
12:30 Discussion
12:45 Lunch

2ND PART: CENTER PRESENTATIONS
13:30 Keynote 3 TBA
14:00 Lea Wierød Borčak - Singing citizenship
14:25 Anne-sofie Údsen - (Trans)liminal listening to sonic citizenship
14:50 Break
15:15 Iben Have - Exploring the term 'Resonant Democracy' through tendencies of Ear-reading and Voice-writing
15:40 Birgitte Stougaard - Rhythms of audio reading
16:05 Discussion
16:45 Wrap up

LOCATION
Langelandsgade 139, store sal
8000 Aarhus C